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SUMMARY

We consider a non-stationary scattering of plane waves by a wedge. We prove the Sommerfeld-type
representation and uniqueness of solution to the Cauchy problem in appropriate functional spaces develo-
ping the general method of complex characteristics (Math. USSR Sb. 1973; 21(1):91–135, Moscow
Univ. Math. Bull. 1974; 29(2):140–145, Oper. Theory Adv. Appl. 1992; 57:171–183, Am. Math. Soc.
Transl. (2) 2002; 206:125–159). Copyright ? 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we start a mathematical justi�cation of the time-dependent theory of scattering by
wedges. The complete justi�cation would include the well posedness in the sense of Hadamard,
the limiting amplitude principle and the limiting absorption principle. In the present paper we
make the �rst step: we justify the Sommerfeld-type representation for solutions to the Cauchy
problem with an incident plane wave. It implies, in particular, the uniqueness of the solution.
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148 A. I. KOMECH, N. J. MAUSER AND A. E. MERZON

By the Sommerfeld-type representation we mean the inverse Fourier–Laplace transformation
of the Sommerfeld integral representing the solution of the stationary problem with a complex
parameter.
The remaining part of the programme will follow in a subsequent paper by an investigation

of the representation. Our main issue is the general method of complex characteristics [1–4].
The method gives explicitly all the solutions of the problems in angles.
The Sommerfeld integral appeared �rst in his paper [5] and has played a key role in

the theory of scattering by wedges: see References [6–10] and the survey [11]. However,
its rigorous justi�cation, for all solutions from a functional class, has been never done. We
introduce an appropriate functional class and give a justi�cation for the �rst time. More
precisely, we prove that a solution in our class is unique and admits the Sommerfeld integral
representation. First, we reduce the problem to the stationary one, for the Helmholtz equation,
by Fourier transform in time. Next we solve the stationary problem by the method of complex
characteristics. The method reduces the stationary problem to the Riemann–Hilbert problem
on a Riemann surface of complex characteristics of the elliptic Helmholtz equation. We solve
this problem explicitly: the solution is given by the Sommerfeld integral which is equal to
the Cauchy integral over a contour on the Riemann surface.
The paper concerns two-dimensional scattering of plane waves by a wedge W := {y =

(y1; y2) ∈ R2: y1 =� cos �; y2 =� sin �; �¿0; 0¡�¡�} of a magnitude �∈ (0; �). We con-
sider an incident plane wave uin(t; y) of the form,

uin(t; y)= ei(k0·y−!0t)f(t − n0 ·y) for t ∈R and y∈Q :=R2\W (1)

Here the frequency !0¿0 and the wave vector k0 ∈R2, !0 = |k0| and n0 = k0=!0, a · b stands
for the scalar product in R2. The pro�le f∈C∞(R), and for some s1, s1¿0,

f(s)=

{
0; s60

1; s¿s1
(2)

Denote n0 = (cos �; sin �) and consider the case,

0¡�¡�¡�=2 (3)

for example (see Figure 1). Physically, in this case the incident wave uin is re�ected by both
sides of the wedge. Other cases can be considered similarly.

Remark 1.1
0¡�¡�=2.

We consider the following wave problem in Q with the Dirichlet boundary conditions:{
u(t; y)=0; y∈Q

u(t; y)=0; y∈ @Q

∣∣∣∣∣ t ∈R (4)

where = @2t − �. We will state the result also for the case of the Neumann boundary
conditions. We include the ingoing wave uin in the statement of the problem through the
initial condition,

u(t; y)= uin(t; y); y∈Q; t¡0 (5)
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ON SOMMERFELD REPRESENTATION 149

Figure 1. Incident wave.

It is possible since uin(t; y) is a solution to problem (4) for t¡0: the boundary conditions
in (4) hold for t¡0 since uin is then identically zero in a neighbourhood of @Q. Equivalently,
u(t; y) is the solution of the Cauchy problem for system (4) with the initial conditions,{

u(0; y)= uin(0; y)

u̇(0; y)= u̇in(0; y)

∣∣∣∣∣ y∈Q (6)

The initial functions uin(0; y) and u̇in(0; y) can be determined from (1),

uin(0; y) = eik0·yf(−n0 ·y); y∈Q (7)

u̇in(0; y) =!0eik0·y(−if(−n0 ·y) + f′(−n0 ·y)); y∈Q (8)

A complete theory of scattering for problem (4), (5) would include the following steps:
(i) The proof of the well-posedness of the problem in the sense of Hadamard, in appropriate
functional spaces. (ii) The proof of the limiting amplitude principle, i.e.

u(t; y) ∼ e−i!0tu∞(y); t→ ∞ (9)

where u∞(y) is the limiting amplitude. (iii) The proof of the Sommerfeld formula for the
limiting amplitude.
In the present paper we derive for the �rst time the Sommerfeld-type representation for

the solution u(t; y) of the non-stationary di�raction problem and accomplish the uniqueness
statement from the �rst step of the programme.
The Sommerfeld representation plays a key role in the scattering by wedges, since it gives

a representation of the solution as a superposition of plane waves. Our progress in the justi-
�cation of the Sommerfeld representation is based on the general method of complex charac-
teristics developed in References [1–4]. It has been used previously for (i) the proof of the
completeness of the Ursell’s trapped modes on a sloping beach [12,13] and (ii) the proof of
the uniqueness of the Neumann problem in angles [14].
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The method uses the complex Fourier transform and the Malyshev’s method of automorphic
functions [15]. We reduce the stationary problem to an algebraic connection equation with
two unknown functions on a Riemann surface of complex characteristics of the wave equation.
The equation relates the Fourier transforms of the surface layer densities of the integral

representation of the solution by the surface potentials.
The Malyshev’s method allows us to reduce the equation to the Riemann–Hilbert problem

which we solve explicitly.
The method provides an explicit representation for all solutions from the class of tempered

distributions. It gives the solution as a Fourier integral which is a superposition of plane waves
that is instructive to get the Sommerfeld representation. The present application of the method
demonstrates that it provides a suitable technique for dealing with a di�raction by wedges.
Let us note that the solution could be constructed also by a separation of variables in polar

co-ordinates, as in Reference [16]. Similarly, the method [17] gives the solutions for elliptic
problems in angles. However, the methods do not give a representation of the solution as a
superposition of plane waves. Moreover, the method [17] is applicable only to equations with
real coe�cients that is non-su�cient for the di�raction problems.
In 1992, Eskin [18] solved general boundary value problems for the wave equation in an

angle developing a variant of our method. However, the scattering problems have not been
considered in that paper.
Let us comment on previous works in the directions of the programme. Let us note that

the Sommerfeld representation for non-stationary solutions, the uniqueness of the solutions
in a functional class, and the limiting amplitude principle (9) for general solutions from a
functional class, have been never discussed for the di�raction by wedges.
First, Sommerfeld [5] has obtained the formulas for the scattering amplitudes for the

Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value conditions. He found the amplitudes as the solu-
tions to the corresponding stationary Helmholtz equation with a radiation condition at in�nity.
The scattered wave formally satis�es also a limiting absorption principle. Also the papers of
Malujinetz [10], Meister et al. [19,20], Oberhettinger [11] deal with the stationary di�raction
problems on wedges.
Second, non-stationary problems were considered by Sobole� [21] and Sobolev [22]. De-

veloping the method of Sommerfeld, he constructed a particular solution to a non-stationary
problem with an incident wave of a special form. Keller and Blank [23] have also constructed
a pulse solution to a non-stationary problem of di�raction by a wedge. An exponential inci-
dent plane wave is also considered. Borovikov [6] has proved the existence and uniqueness
of a Green’s function for problem (4), (6). The Green function is a particular solution to
the scattering problem with a spherical incident wave. The corresponding solution with the
incident plane wave is then constructed as the limit of the Green function when the source is
going to in�nity. The use of a particular Green function constructed in Reference [6] poses
the following question: which class of solutions produces the Green function? The situation
makes necessary a realization of the Hadamard’s programme.
Further, in the paper of Petrashen’ et al. [16], asymptotics (9) are proved for a particu-

lar solution to problem (4), (5). The method [16] is based on separation of variables. The
authors also claim the Sommerfeld representation for the limiting amplitude but do not give
a complete proof.
Rottbrand [24] (see, also Reference [25]) considered an aperiodic time-dependent plane

wave �eld which falls on a half-plane. A particular solution is constructed.
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Also, Rottbrand and others [25,26] constructed a particular solution of the non-stationary
scattering problem by a wedge with an aperiodic time-dependent incident plane wave �eld.
The authors develop the Wiener–Hopf technique. The uniqueness of the solution and well
posedness are not considered.
Finally, the monographs [27–29] concern qualitative properties of solutions to the problems

in angles. They develop the well known method of Kondrat’ev [30] based on Mellin’s trans-
form. The method gives a complete information on the smoothness and asymptotic expansion
of the solutions at the wedge of the angle. An e�cient application of the method has been
done in the paper [31], to an exact determination of the von Neumann index of the stationary
problem corresponding to a superconducting wave-guide.
The plan of our paper is the following. In Section 2, we introduce the functional classes and

formulate the main result. In Section 3, we reduce the non-stationary problem to a stationary
one. In Section 4, we extend the problem to the plane. In Section 5, we apply the Fourier
transform. In Sections 6 and 7, we derive the key functional di�erence equation on the
Riemann surface of complex characteristics. In Sections 8–10, we derive the Sommerfeld-
type representation for the scattered wave.

2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULT

1. Let us consider a function u(t)∈C(R), and assume that u(t)=0 for t6 − T and
|u(t)|6C(1 + |t|)N for some C;N ∈R. We denote its Fourier transform in time as

û(!) :=Ft→![u](!) :=
∫ ∞

−∞
ei!tu(t) dt=

∫ ∞

−T
ei!tu(t) dt; Im!¿0 (10)

Let us denote C+ := {!∈C: Im!¿0}. Obviously, û(!) is an analytic function in !∈C+.
2. We will also use the real and complex Fourier transforms in the space variables. Let us

consider u(x)∈C∞
0 (Rn); n=1; 2. We denote

ũ(�) :=Fx→�[u](�) :=
∫
Rn
ei�xu(x) dx; �∈Rn (11)

We will use similar notations for tempered distributions u∈ S ′(Rn). By the Paley–Wiener
theorem [32, Theorem I.5.2], the distribution ũ(�) has an analytic extension to the set {z ∈Cn:
Im z ∈Kn+}, if supp u⊂Kn+ := {x∈Rn: xi¿0; i=1; : : : ; n}.
3. We denote by C the Sommerfeld contour in the following (turned) form:

C=C1 ∪C2 (12)

where C1 = {w1 − i�=2 |w1¿1} ∪ {1 + iw2 | − 5=2�6w26− �=2} ∪ {w1 − 5=2i� |w1¿1}. The
contour C2 is a re�ection of C1 with respect to the point −3�=2. We choose the orientation
of the contour C clock-wise.
4. We denote by Q̇≡ �Q \ {0}, {y} := |y|=(1 + |y|); y∈R2 or y∈R.
Let us consider some �¿0 and N¿0.
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De�nition 2.1

(i) E� is the space of functions u(y)∈C( �Q)∩C1(Q̇) with the �nite norm,
|||u|||�=sup

y∈ �Q
|u(y)|+ sup

y∈Q̇
{y}�|∇u(y)|¡∞ (13)

(ii) E�;N is the space of functions u(t; y) of t¿0 and y∈ �Q such that for each �xed y∈ �Q
the function u(t; y) is a continuous function of t¿0 with the �nite norm,

‖u‖�;N := sup
t¿0

[
sup
y∈ �Q

|u(t; y)|+ sup
y∈Q̇
(1 + t)−N{y}�|∇yu(t; y)|

]
¡∞ (14)

Let us denote � :=2�− �, q :=�=2� and
H (w; �;�)= coth(q(w + �i=2− i�))− coth(q(w − 3�i=2 + i�)); w∈C (15)

The main result of this paper is the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2
Let u(t; y) be a solution to the scattering problem (4), (5) and u(t; y)∈E�;N with an �∈ [0; 1)
and an N¿0. Then the solution u(t; y)

(i) is unique
(ii) is given by the inverse Fourier transform,

u(t; �; �)=F−1
!→t[û(!; �; �)]; t¿0; (�; �)∈ �Q (16)

where û(!; �; �) is the Sommerfeld-type integral

û(!; �; �)=
if̂(!−!0)

4�

∫
C

e−�! sinh(w−i�)H (w; �;�)dw; �¿0; �6�62�; !∈C+ (17)

Remark 2.3
(i) We reduce the non-stationary problem to corresponding stationary problem by Fourier

transform in time. We show that the solution to the stationary problem is unique in E� and
is expressed by the Sommerfeld integral.
(ii) Similar results hold for the problem of type (4) with the Neumann boundary value

conditions. The proofs for this alternative problem can be done by the same methods. In this
case expression (17) is replaced by

û(!; �; �)=
if̂(!−!0)

4�

∫
C

e−�! sinh(w−i�)HN (w; �;�)dw; �¿0; �¡�¡2�; !∈C+

where

HN (w; �;�)= coth(q(w + �i=2− i�)) + coth(q(w − 3�i=2 + i�)); w∈C
Here, in contrast to (17), the integral converges absolutely only for �¡�¡2�.
(iii) The existence of the solution u(t; y) will be proved in a forthcoming paper by an

analysis of function (16): it is the solution to the scattering problem (4), (5) and belongs to
the class E�;1 with �=1− �=�.
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3. FOURIER TRANSFORM IN TIME

Let us consider problem (4), (5). We are going to apply the Fourier transform in time, (10),
to Equation (4) to get the Helmholtz stationary equation with a parameter. First, we reduce
the problem to the zero initial conditions. Namely, de�ne the scattered wave,

us(t; y)≡ u(t; y)− uin(t; y); t ∈R; y∈Q (18)

where u(t; y) is a solution to problem (4), (5). Then (5) implies that

us(t; y)≡ 0; t60; y∈Q (19)

Furthermore, us(t; y) is a solution to the problem,{
us=0; y∈Q

us|@Q=− (uin)|@Q

∣∣∣∣∣ ; t¿0; {us(0; y)=0; u̇s(0; y)=0 |; y∈Q (20)

Let us note that uin(t; y)∈E0;0. Therefore, the condition u(t; y)∈E�;N is equivalent to us(t; y)∈
E�;N . Hence, we get obviously from (19).

Lemma 3.1
The Fourier transform ûs(!; y) is an analytic function in !∈C+ with the values in E�.
In particular, ûs(!; y) is a continuous function of (!; y)∈C+ × �Q. Let us apply the Fourier

transform in time to problem (20). Split @Q=Q1 ∪Q2 where Q1 := {y=(y1; y2)∈ @Q :y2 = 0}
and Q2 := {y=(y1; y2)∈ @Q :y2 =y1 tan�}. Calculate the Dirichlet data of ûin(!; ·) on the
sides Q1 and Q2 of the angle Q:

ûin(!; y)= g(!)ei!y1 cos �; y∈Q1; ûin(!; y)= g(!)e−i!y2cos(�+�)=sin �; y∈Q2 (21)

where

g(!) := f̂(!−!0) (22)

Therefore, the scattering problem (20) is reduced to the following stationary problem.

Lemma 3.2
Let us(t; y)∈E�;N be a solution to problem (20); then

(i) The function ûs(!; y) is a solution to the following boundary value problem with a
parameter !∈C+:


(−�−!2)ûs(!; y)=0; y∈Q
ûs(!; y)= − g(!)ei!y1 cos �; y∈Q1
ûs(!; y)= − g(!)e−i!y2[cos(�+�)=sin �]; y∈Q2

(23)

(ii) ûs(!; ·)∈E� for !∈C+.
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It remains to solve the stationary problem (23) because it obviously yields a solution of
problem (20). We will solve it by the method [1,3,4,12]. Let us �x an !∈C+ throughout the
paper, and denote

v01(y) := − g(!)ei!y1 cos �; y∈Q1; v02(y) := − g(!)ei!y2cos(�+�)=sin �; y∈Q2 (24)

We call these functions ‘Dirichlet data of the solution ûs’.

4. REDUCTION TO A PROBLEM IN THE PLANE

In this section we reduce problem (23) in the angle, to a problem in the plane. Let us change
the variables (x1; x2)=L(y), where transformation corresponding to the matrix L maps the
angle Q onto K := {(x1; x2): x1¡0 or x2¡0}:

x1 =y1 + y2 cot �; x2 = − y2= sin � (25)

Then system (23) for the function,

v(x1; x2)= ûs(!;L−1(x1; x2)) (26)

takes the form,

H(D)v(x) :=

(
− 1
sin2 �

[
�− 2 cos� @2

@x1@x2

]
−!2

)
v(x)=0; x∈K

v(x1; 0)= v01(x1); x1¿0; v(0; x2)= v02(x2); x2¿0

(27)

where

v01(x1)= − g(!)ei!x1 cos �; x1¿0; v02(x2)= − g(!)ei!x2 cos(�+�); x2¿0 (28)

Let us denote K̇ := �K\{0}. Then norm (13) in the co-ordinates (x1; x2) reads

|||v|||�=sup
x∈ �K

|v(x)|+ sup
x∈K̇

{x}�|∇xv|¡∞ (29)

Since v∈E�, the function v possesses the following Neumann data on @K̇ :
v11(x1) := @x2v(x1; 0); x1¿0; v12(x2) := @x1v(0; x2); x2¿0 (30)

Let us extend v�l (xl) by zero for xl¡0. Then, by (29),

|v1l (xl)|6C{xl}−�; xl ∈R \ 0
|v0l (x)|6C0; xl ∈R

∣∣∣∣∣ l=1; 2 (31)

Therefore, v�l (xl)∈ S ′(R); l=1; 2; �=0; 1. We extend v(x) by zero outside K and denote

v0(x)=



v(x); x∈ �K

0; x =∈ �K
(32)

The following lemma expresses the distribution Hv0 in terms of the Cauchy data of v.
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Lemma 4.1
Let v(x)∈E� be a solution to (27). Then, in the sense of distributions,

H(D)v0(x)=d0(x); x∈R2 (33)

where d0(x) is the distribution of the form,

d0(x) =
1

sin2 �
[	(x2)v11(x1) + 	

′(x2)v01(x1) + 	(x1)v
1
2(x2) + 	

′(x1)v02(x2)

− 2 cos�	(x2)@x1v01(x1)− 2 cos�	(x1)@x2v02(x2)] (34)

Proof
For �¿0 let us denote K� := {(x1; x2)∈K : x1¡ − � or x2¡ − �}; v� := v|K� . The function
v∈C∞(K), since it is a solution of the elliptic transformed Helmholtz equation in K . Denote

v�(x)=



v(x); x∈ �K�

0; x =∈ �K�
(35)

Then v� → v0 in L1loc(R2) as �→ 0+ since v∈E� with �¡1. Therefore,
v�(x)→ v0(x) in S ′(R2); �→ 0+ (36)

Now we apply the operator H(D) from (27) to the distribution v�. Since v� is a discontinuous
function and v0 is a solution of the homogeneous transformed Helmholtz equation in K , we
have,

H(!;D)v�(x)=d�(x); x∈R2 (37)

where d� is the distribution with the support in @K�, given by the expression,

d�(x) =
1

sin2 �
[	(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)@x2v(x1;−�) + 	′(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)v(x1;−�)

+ 	(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)@x1v(−�; x2) + 	′(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)v(−�; x2)
− 2 cos�	(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)@x1v(x1;−�)
− 2 cos�	(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)@x2v(−�; x2)]

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(38)

where � is the Heaviside function. Equation (36) implies that

d�(x)→Hv0(x) in S ′(R2); �→ 0+ (39)

It remains to check that

d� → d0; �→ 0+ (40)

Step 1: The continuity of v(x) in �K implies that

v(x1;−�)→ v01(x1); �→ 0+; x1¿0 (41)
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By (29) we have

|v(x1;−�)|6C; �¿0; x1¿0 (42)

Therefore, (41) implies that,

�(x1 + �)v(x1;−�)→�(x1)v01(x1) in S
′(R); �→ 0+

Hence we get,

	′(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)v(x1;−�)→ 	′(x2)�(x1)v01(x1) in S
′(R2); �→ 0+ (43)

Similarly we have,

	′(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)v0�(−�; x2)→ 	′(x1)�(x2)v02(x2) in S
′(R2); �→ 0+ (44)

Step 2: The continuity of ∇v0(x) in K̇ implies that,

@x2v(x1;−�)→ @x2v(x1) ∀x1¿0; �→ 0+ (45)

By (29) we have,

|@x2v(x1;−�)|6C{(x1; �)}−�6C1{x1}−�; x1¿− � (46)

Since 06�¡1, (45) and (46) imply by the Lebesgue theorem that,

�(x1 + �)@x2v(x1;−�)→ �(x1)@x2v(x1; 0) in S
′(R2); �→ 0+

Hence we get,

	′(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)@x2v(x1;−�)→ 	′(x2)v11(x1) in S
′(R2); �→ 0+ (47)

Similarly we have,

	′(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)@x1v(−�; x2)→ 	′(x1)v12(x2)

−2 cos�	(x2 + �)�(x1 + �)@x1v(x1;−�)→ − 2 cos�	(x2)@x1v01(x1)
−2 cos�	(x1 + �)�(x2 + �)@x2v(x2;−�)→ − 2 cos�	(x1)@x2v02(x2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
�→ 0+ (48)

in S ′(R2). Finally, (43), (44), (47) and (48) imply (40).

Remark 4.2
Generally, one could expect the presence of additional terms c�	(�)(x) in the RHS of (34)
(cf. Reference [4]). Our proof demonstrates that all c�=0 for the solution v∈E� with �¡1.
Our result [14] shows that the same is true for all �nite energy solutions.

5. FOURIER TRANSFORM IN SPACE

Let us apply the Fourier transform to Equation (33). We obtain,

H(!; �)ṽ0(�)≡
[

1
sin2 �

(�21 + �
2
2 − 2 cos��1�2)−!2

]
ṽ0(�)= d̃0(!; �); �∈R2 (49)
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where ṽ0(�) resp. d̃0(�) denotes the Fourier transform of the tempered distribution v0 resp.
d0. Identity (49) is also understood in the sense of distributions. Formula (34) implies that,

d̃0(!; �)=
1

sin2 �
[ṽ11(�1)− ṽ01(�1)(i�2 − 2i�1 cos�) + ṽ12(�2)− ṽ02(�2)(i�1 − 2i�2 cos�)] (50)

Identity (49) allows us to de�ne the solution,

ṽ0(�)=
d̃0(!; �)
H(!; �)

; �∈R2 (51)

since H(!; �) �=0 for �∈R2 and !∈C+. It remains to determine the unknown functions
ṽ1l (�) (the Neumann data) entering into d̃0(�) (the Dirichlet data ṽ

0
l are known from (28)).

We prove that the functions ṽ1l (�) satisfy a connection equation which is an algebraic relation
on the Riemann surface of the complex characteristics of the Helmholtz operator H. We will
�nd a particular solution to this connection equation, reducing it to a di�erence equation.
We will prove that this particular solution satis�es a certain growth estimate on the Riemann
surface. Any solution from E� satis�es these growth estimates. This allows us to identify the
particular solution with the unique solution from the space E�. This identi�cation leads to the
uniqueness and the Sommerfeld-type representation.
Let us calculate the complex Fourier transform ṽ�l (zl) of the Cauchy data v

�
l (xl). For the

Dirichlet data v0l (xl) we have by (28):

ṽ01(z1) =
g(!)

i(z1 +! cos �)
; Im z1¿0

ṽ02(z2) =
g(!)

i(z2 +! cos(�+�))
; Im z2¿0

(52)

Next we analyse the growth of the functions ṽ1l (zl) in C+; l=1; 2.

Lemma 5.1
For l=1; 2 we have

|ṽ1l (zl)|6C
(1 + Im zl)�

Im zl
; Im zl¿0 (53)

Proof
Estimates (31) imply that,

∫ ∞

0
|eizlxlv1l (xl)| dxl6C1

∫ ∞

0
e−Im zlxl{xl}−� dxl

Obviously the integral over [1;∞) satis�es the estimate of type (53). Making the change of
variable x1Im z1 = 
 in the integral over [0; 1], we also obtain the estimate of type (53) for
this integral. Summing up these two estimates, we obtain (53).
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6. RIEMANN SURFACE AND CONNECTION EQUATION

6.1. Riemann surface

To state the connection equation, we recall some notations from References [3,4]. Let us
denote by V =V (!) the Riemann surface,

V = {(z1; z2)∈C2 | z21 + z22 − 2 cos�z1z2 −!2 sin2 �=0} (54)

The equation is equivalent to

(z1 sin �)2 + (z2 − z1 cos�)2 =!2 sin2 �

Therefore the formulas,

z1 :=! sin’

z2 − z1 cos� :=! sin � cos’

∣∣∣∣∣ ’∈C

give a parametrization of V . It is convenient to change the parameter w := i’. The surface V
has a universal covering surface 	V ∼=C with the projection p : 	V →V de�ned by

p :w → (z1; z2);

{
z1 = z1(w) := − i! sinhw
z2 = z2(w) := − i! sinh(w + i�)

(55)

Let us de�ne 	V+l for l=1 resp. l=2 as the connected component of the set {w∈C: Im
zl(w)¿0} which contains the point w= i�=2 resp. w= i((�=2) − �). Then @ 	V+l = 	
+l ∪ 	
−

l ,
where

	
−
1 = {w∈C: Im z1(w)=0; 0∈ 	
−

1 }
	
+1 = {w∈C: Im z1(w)=0; i�∈ 	
+1 }

	
−
2 = {w∈C: Im z2(w)=0; i(�−�)∈ 	
−

2 }
	
+2 = {w∈C: Im z2(w)=0; −i�∈ 	
+2 }

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(56)

It is easy to check that

	
−
1 =

{
w=(w1 + iw2): w1;2 ∈R; w2 = arctan

(
!1
!2
tanhw1

)}
(57)

with the gauge arctan 0=0. The same representation holds for 	
+1 with the gauge arctan 0=�.
Therefore, the contour 	
+1 is the translation of 	
−

1 by the vector �i: 	
+1 = 	

−
1 + �i. Similarly,

the contour 	
−
2 is the translation of 	
+2 by �i, and 	
+2 is the translation of 	
−

1 by −i�. Thus,
all contours (56) are identical up to translations. For �∈R, let us de�ne the contour

�(�)≡ 	
−
1 + i� (58)
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Figure 2. Universal covering.

Then contours (56) can be represented in the following form:

	
−
1 = �(0); 	
+1 = �(�)

	
−
2 = �(�−�); 	
+2 = �(−�)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (59)

Let us de�ne the region 	V−
l for l=1; 2 as the connected component of the set {w∈C: Im zl(w)

¡0} which contains the point w= − i�=2. Set 	V− := 	V−
1 ∩ 	V−

2 and

	V� := 	V+1 ∪ 	V− ∪ 	V+2 (60)

(see Figure 2, which corresponds to the case Re!¿0).
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Using the de�nitions of 	V±
l , 	V

−, 	V� we can represent the regions by the contours �(�):

	V+1 = {w : �(0)¡w¡�(�)}; 	V+2 = {w : �(−2�+ �)¡w¡�(−�+ �)}
	V−
1 = {w : �(−�)¡w¡�0}; 	V−

2 = {w : �(−�+ �)¡w¡�(�)}
	V−= {w : �(−�+ �)¡w¡�(0)}; 	V� = {w : �(−�)¡w¡�(�)}

(61)

(see Figure 2). Here the symbol ‘¡’ means that the point w lies between corresponding
curves. Also, we will consider the following subregion 	V�; 	 with a 	¿0:

	V�; 	= {w : �(−�+ 	)¡w¡�(�− 	)} (62)

(see Figure 2).

6.2. Lifting onto universal covering

Now we ‘lift’ the functions ṽ�l onto 	V
+
l with covering (55). Namely, we denote by 	v�l (w) the

composition of ṽ�l (zl) and zl(w):

	v�l (w)= ṽ
�
l (zl(w)); zl ∈C+; l=1; 2; �=0; 1 (63)

The analyticity of the functions ṽ�l in C+ implies the analyticity of 	v
�
l in 	V+l ; l=1; 2. We

calculate these lifting for the known Dirichlet data of solution. Namely, (52) and (63) give

	v01(w)=
g(!)

!(sinhw + i cos �)
; 	v02(w)=

g(!)
!(sinh(w + i�) + i cos(�+�))

(64)

Hence,

| 	v0l (w)|6Ce−|w|; |Rew|¿1 (65)

Similarly, estimate (53) imply that,

| 	v11(w)|6C
(1 + Im(−i! sinhw))�
Im(−i! sinhw) ; w∈ 	V+1 (66)

| 	v12(w)|6C
(1 + Im(−i! sinh(w + i�)))�
Im(−i! sinh(w + i�)) ; w∈ 	V+2 (67)

6.3. Connection equation

Now we can formulate our basic connection equation. Let us recall that the function 	v�l (w),
de�ned by (63), is analytic in the region 	V+l . By H (V ) we denote the set of analytic functions
in an open set V ⊂C. By [ 	v(w)]l; l=1; 2 we denote the analytic continuation of a function
	v(w)∈H (V+l ) to the complex region 	V� (see Figure 2) if the continuation exists. Let us
denote

	v1(w) := 	v11(w) +! sinh(w − i�) 	v01(w); 	v2(w) := 	v12(w) +! sinh(w + 2i�) 	v
0
2(w) (68)
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The following connection equation has been proved in Reference [3].

Proposition 6.1

(i) The function 	v1(w) admits the analytic continuation from 	V+1 to 	V�, and the function
	v2(w) admits the analytic continuation from 	V+2 to 	V�.

(ii) For the analytic continuations the following connection equation holds:

[ 	v1(w)]1 + [ 	v2(w)]2 =0; w∈ 	V� (69)

(iii) The following estimate holds for the analytic continuation:

|[ 	vl(w)]|6C	(1 + e|w|)q; w∈V�; 	; l=1; 2 (70)

for any 	∈ (0;�=2+�=2), with a q∈R depending on the parameter � from (66), (67).

7. AUTOMORPHISMS AND DIFFERENCE EQUATION

In this section, we reduce the connection equation (69) to a di�erence equation. In the next
section, we will construct a meromorphic and then an analytic solution to the di�erence
equation.
The functions 	v0l (w) are meromorphic in 	V ∼=C by (64). Therefore, Proposition 6.1 implies

that the functions 	v1l (w) are meromorphic in 	V� for l=1; 2. Hence, (69) implies that,

	v11(w) + 	v
1
2(w)=G(w); w∈ 	V� (71)

where the function G(w) is given by

G(w)= g(!)
(

− sinh(w − i�)
sinhw + i cos �

− sinh(w + 2i�)
sinh(w + i�) + i cos(�+�)

)
; w∈C (72)

according to (64).

De�nition 7.1
An automorphism 	hl : 	V → 	V for l=1 resp. l=2 is the re�ection in the point i�=2 resp.
i�=2− i�:

	h1w= − w + i�
	h2w= − w + i�− 2i�

∣∣∣∣∣∣ w∈C (73)

Let us note that for l=1; 2 the automorphism 	hl does not change the projection w → zl(w):

zl(	hlw)= zl(w); w∈C (74)

Therefore, 	hl 	V+l = 	V+l , and the functions 	v
�
l are invariant with respect to the automorphism 	hl:

	v�l (	hlw)= 	v
�
l (w); w∈ 	V+l ; �=0; 1 (75)
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We are going to extend the results [3] (cf. also References [1–4,13,32]) from the case
�=3�=2 to an arbitrary �¿�. Let us denote

G2(w)=G(w)−G(ĥ2w); w∈C (76)

Theorem 7.2
Let 	v0(x) be a solution to (33), where d0(!; x) is de�ned by (34). Then 	v11(w)∈H ( 	V+1 ), and

(i) 	v11 admits a meromorphic continuation from 	V+1 onto the entire complex plane C,
(ii) 	v11 satis�es the following di�erence and invariance equations:

	v11(w)− 	v11(w + 2i�)=G2(w); w∈C (77)

	v11(−w + i�) = 	v11(w); w∈C (78)

(iii) The following estimate holds:

| 	v11(w)|6ep|Rew|; |w|¿1 (79)

with a p∈R.
Proof

Step 1: Analytic continuation. Proposition 6.1 implies that the function 	v1(w) := 	v11(w) +
! sinh(w− i�) 	v01(w) is analytic in 	V�. On the other hand, the function 	v01 is meromorphic in
C by (64), hence 	v11 is also meromorphic in 	V�. Let us consider the region 	V� ∪ 	V 	h1

� , where
	Vh1� is the image of the region 	V� under the transform 	h1 (see Figure 3).
From (60) and (73) it follows that 	V� ∪ 	V 	h1

� is a curvilinear strip bounded by 	
+2 and
	h1 	
+2 = 	


+
2 + i�+ 2i�.

The invariance of 	v11 under 	h1 in 	V
+
1 implies that the function 	v11(w) admits the meromorphic

continuation to the region 	V� ∪ 	V 	h1
� . Now identity (71) implies that the function 	v

1
2 also admits

the meromorphic continuation to 	V� ∪ 	Vh1� since G is meromorphic everywhere by (72).
We can proceed by induction: the function 	v12 admits the meromorphic continuation

to the region V� ∪Vh1� ∪ (V� ∪Vh1� )h2 , and the function 	v11 admits the meromorphic continu-
ation to the same region. The induction implies that the functions 	v1l are meromorphic in C.
Therefore, the connection equation (71) holds for the meromorphic continuations everywhere
in the complex plane since the RHS is meromorphic everywhere by (72):

	v11(w) + 	v
1
2(w)=G(w); w∈C (80)

Furthermore, for l=1; 2 the invariance conditions (75) also hold everywhere:

	v1l (	hl(w))= 	v
1
l (w); w∈C (81)

Hence, (78) follows by (73).
Step 2: Di�erence equation. Applying the automorphism 	h2 to identity (80), we get,

	v11(	h2w) + 	v
1
2(	h2w)=G(!; 	h2w); w∈C (82)
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Figure 3. Analytic continuation.

However, 	v12(	h2w)= 	v
1
2(w) by (81) with l=2. Hence, subtracting identity (82) from (80), we

obtain the di�erence equation,

	v11(w)− 	v11(	h2w)=G2(w); w∈C (83)

Finally, v11(	h2w)= v
1
1(	h1(	h2w)) by (81) with l=1. Hence, (77) follows, since 	h1(	h2w)=

− 	h2w + �i =w + 2i� by (73). Let us note that (72) and (76) imply the following repre-
sentation for the function G2:

G2(w) = g(!)
[
− sinh(w − i�)
sinhw + i cos �

+
sinh(w + 3i�)

sinh(w + 2i�) + i cos �

− sinh(w + 2i�)− sinhw
sinh(w + i�) + i cos(�+�)

]
(84)
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Step 3: Exponential estimates. Equation (65) implies that the function 	v01(w) satis�es
estimate (79). Let us take a 	¡�=2. Then (70) and (68) for 	v1 imply that 	v11 satis�es esti-
mate (79) in 	V�; 	 ∩ {Rew¿1}. Invariance (78) of the function 	v11(w) implies that the same
estimate holds in the region ( 	V�; 	 ∪ 	V�; 	)∩ {Rew¿1}. This region lies between �(−� + 	)
and �(� +� − 	) and has a width exceeding 2� since 	¡�=2. Now the di�erence equation
(77) and estimate (79) for G2 from (84) imply the same estimate for 	v11(w) for all w with
|Rew|¿1.

8. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION

8.1. Meromorphic solution

First, let us construct a meromorphic in C solution of (77), (78) decreasing as e−|Rew| for
Rew→ ∞. Denote

w1; n=−i�=2 + i�+ 2i�n; w2; n=−i�=2− i�+ 2i�n; n∈Z (85)

Let us de�ne the function

T1(w)= ig(!)
cos(�+�)
2 sin �

[
coth

(
w − w1;0
2

)
− coth

(
w − w2;0
2

)]
; w∈C (86)

Obviously, T1(w) is a meromorphic function in C with poles at w1; n and w2; n and residues

resw1; nT1 = ig(!)
cos(�+�)
sin �

; resw2; nT1 =−ig(!) cos(�+�)
sin �

(87)

Lemma 8.1

(i) The function T1 is analytic in V̂+1 .
(ii) It is a solution to (77) and (78).
(iii) The estimate holds

|T1(w)|6C|g(!)|e−|Rew|; w∈ V̂+1 (88)

Proof
The poles w1; n and w2; n do not belong to 	V+1 , since 0¡�¡�=2 by Remark 1.1. Identity (78)
follows from (86), (85) directly. Estimate (88) also follows from (86).

It remains to prove the di�erence equation (77). It is easy to check that the function

T1(w)− T1(w + 2i�)−G2(w) (89)

is analytic for all w∈C, periodic with the period 2�i, and bounded by Ce−|w|. Hence the
function is identically zero.

8.2. Analytic solution

By Lemma 8.1, the function 	v11(w)=T1(w) is a particular meromorphic solution to the inho-
mogeneous di�erence equation (77). However, the corresponding function 	v1(w) from (68) is
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not analytic in 	V� that does not correspond to Proposition 6.1. Hence we have to construct a
general solution to (77), (78). The general solution admits the representation,

	v11(w)=T1(w) + T0(w) (90)

where T0(w) is a solution to the corresponding homogeneous equations. Let us check that

T0(w)=
i� sin �
�

g(!)H (w; �;�) (91)

where

H (w; �;�)= coth
�
2�
(w − w1;0)− coth �

2�
(w − w2;0 − 2i�) (92)

First, T0 is a solution to the homogeneous equations corresponding to (77), (78). In the
following lemma we also check that the corresponding function 	v1(w) from (68) is analytic
in V�: The poles of the function T0 are

1; k =w1;0 + 2i�k; 2; k =w2;0 + 2i�+ 2i�k; k ∈Z (93)

and the corresponding residues are

res1; k T0(!;w)=2ig(w) sin �; res2; k T0(!;w)=−2ig(w) sin � (94)

Obviously, function (91) satis�es the estimate

|T0(w)|6Ce−(�=�)|Rew|; |Rew|¿1 (95)

Lemma 8.2

(i) 	v11 is a solution to (77), (78),
(ii) 	v11 is meromorphic in C and analytic in 	V+1 ,
(iii) 	v11 satis�es the estimate,

| 	v11(w)|6Ce−(�=�)|Rew|; |Rew|¿1 (96)

(iv) The function 	v1(w) from (68) is analytic in a neighbourhood of 	V�.

Proof

(i) 	v11(w) satis�es (77), (78) by (90) and Lemma 8.1.
(ii) 	v11 is meromorphic in C by (90), since T1 and T0 are meromorphic. The de�nition of

V̂+1 , the conditions

�¿3=2� and 0¡�¡�=2 (97)

and (93), imply that the poles 1; k and 2; k of T0(!;w) do not belong to 	V+1 for all k ∈Z,
since !∈C+. Hence, the analyticity of 	v11 in 	V+1 follows from (90) and Lemma 8.1.
(iii) Estimate (96) follows from (90) by estimates (88) for T1 and (95) for T0.
(iv) Equation (64) implies that w1; n and w2; n are the poles of 	v01(w), and only w1;0; w2;0

belong to 	V�.
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Moreover, w1;0; w2;0 belong to 	V� (see Figure 3), and

resw1; 0! sinh(w − i�)	v01(w) =−ig(!) cos(�−�)
sin �

resw2; 0! sinh(w − i�)	v01(w) = ig(!)
cos(�+�)
sin �

(98)

Similarly, the function T1 from (86) has only the poles w1;0; w2;0 in 	V� with the residues (87).
At last, (93) implies that the set of poles of T0, in 	V� consists of only the point 1;0 de�ned
by (93), with residue (94). Therefore, the analyticity of 	v1(w) in 	V� follows from (90), (98)
and (68).

8.3. Uniqueness

We prove Theorem 2.2(i).

Proposition 8.3
Let us consider a function 	v11(w) which satis�es all statements (i), (ii), (iv) of Lemma 8.2,
estimates (66) and an estimate of type (96),

| 	v11(w)|6Cep|Rew|; |Rew|¿1 (99)

with a p∈R. Then the function is unique and given by (90).
Proof
Let 	v∗(w) be another function with the same characteristics. Consider the di�erence

D(w) := 	v11(w)− 	v∗(w); w∈C (100)

It is meromorphic in C by the statement (ii) and periodic with period 2i� by the di�erence
equation (77) for 	v11(w) and 	v

∗(w). Furthermore, D(w) is analytic in 	V� by (68) and the
statement (iv) holds. Hence, D(w) is also analytic in V� ∪Vh1� by invariance (78) for 	v11(w)
and 	v∗(w). On the other hand, the strip 	� := {w∈C: �=2−�6Imw6�=2+�} lies in 	V� ∪ 	V 	h1

� ,
since !∈C+ (see Figure 3). Hence, the function D(w) is analytic in 	� and everywhere in C
by the periodicity.
Moreover, (78) implies that D(−w + �i)=D(w), w∈C. Thus, the analytic function D(w)

in C is invariant with respect to the group G generated by translations in the period 2i� and
the symmetry in the point �i=2. In other words, D is an analytic function in the factorspace
F :=C=G. Let us construct an analytic transformation of the factorspace F to the extended
complex plane C∗. An elementary calculation gives (cf. References [4,12,13]),

S(w) ≡ coth2 �
2�
(w − �i=2) (101)

The transformation is single-valued in the factorspace F , since it is even and periodic with
the period 2i�. The rays {w :w=�i=2 ± � + w1; w1¿0} are transformed to the interval
{s : 06s¡1}. The intervals {w :w= iw2; �=2−�6w26�=2} and {w :w= iw2; �=26w26�=2
+ i�} are transformed to {s : − ∞6s60}. Therefore, the map w → S(w) is an analytic iso-
morphism S :F→C∗ \{1} and there exists an inverse analytic isomorphism W :C∗ \{1} →F .
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Then the complex function D(W (s)) is analytic in C∗ \{1} and possibly has only one singular
point at s=1.
Let us check that this singular point is a pole. Namely, the function 	v∗ satis�es an estimate

(99), and 	v11 satis�es the similar estimate (96) corresponding to p=−�=�. Hence, D(w) also
satis�es the similar estimate. On the other hand, (101) implies that

S(w)− 1= 1
sinh2 �(w)

; �(w)=
�
2�
(w − �i=2) (102)

Hence, Rew¿1 for |S(w)− 1|6r for a small r¿0. Therefore, the estimate of type (99) for
D(w) implies the following power estimate for D(W (s)) in a certain neighbourhood of the
point s=1:

|D(W (s))|6C|s− 1|p1 ; |s− 1|6r (103)

Therefore the point s= 1 is the pole of the function D(W (s)): Let us check that this point is
a regular one, and D(W (1))=0. For this purpose we use estimate (66). Namely, the points
w=�i=2 + w1, with w1¿0, belong to 	V+1 (see Figure 2). The function D(w) satis�es the
estimate of type (66) as well as both functions 	v11 and 	v

∗. Hence,

|D(�i=2 + w1)|6C (1 +!2 coshw1)
�

!2 coshw1
; w1¿0

and therefore,

D(�i=2 + w1)=O(e−(1−�)w1); w1 → +∞ (104)

At last, (102) implies that for w1¿0,

S(�i=2 + w1)− 1= 1
sinh2(�w1=2�)

∼ e−�w1=�; w1 → +∞ (105)

Hence, S(�i=2 + w1)¿1 and S(�i=2 + w1)→ 1, w1 → + ∞. Therefore, (104) and (105)
imply that D(W (s))=O((1 − s)(1−�)�=�)→ 0, s→ 1+. Finally, D(W (s)) is analytic at s=1
and D(W (s))≡ 0 by the Liouville Theorem. The proposition is proved.
Corollary 8.4
A solution to problem (4), (5) in the class E�;N with a positive �¡1 is unique.

Proof
By Lemma 3.2, it su�ces to prove the uniqueness of a solution us ∈ E� to problem (23),
or equivalently, the uniqueness of the corresponding solution v(x) to problem (27).
Proposition 8.3 demonstrates that it su�ces to prove that estimate (99) holds for a certain p.
Finally, (99) follows from estimate (79) in Theorem 7.2.

This corollary proves the statement (i) of Theorem 2.2. In the following sections we prove
the statement (ii).
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9. THE SCATTERED WAVE

We state a representation of the Sommerfeld type for the solution to the stationary problem
(23) and analyse a class of contours of integration. For y=(y1; y2)∈R2 we introduce the
polar co-ordinates by y=(� cos �; � sin �); �6�62�; �¿0. Let us de�ne the contours 
(�),


(�)=

{
�(�)∪ �(�− 2�); �¡�6�

�(�)∪ �(−�); �¡�¡2�
(106)

We choose orientations of the contours such that the region 	V−
1 remains on the left (see

Figure 4).
Now we can state the Sommerfeld type representation for the scattered wave.

Figure 4. Contours of integration.
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Theorem 9.1
If a solution to problem (23), with an !∈C+, exists in the space E� with �∈ (0; 1), then it
is expressed by the following integral:

ûs(!; �; �)=− 1
4� sin �

∫

(�)
e−�! sinh(w−i�) 	v1(w) dw; �¿0; �¡�¡2� (107)

where the function 	v1 is given by (68) with the function 	v01 de�ned by (64) and 	v
1
1 de�ned

by (90)–(92), (86).

The complete proof will be given in Sections 10–12. In this section we analyse some
properties of the contours. Let us consider a parameter �∈R s.t.

2k�¡�¡�+ 2k� (108)

for some k ∈Z. Then 	
−
1 − i�⊂ 	V−

1 − 2k�i by (61) and (58) (see Figure 2). On the other
hand, (58) implies that 	
−

1 − i�= �(−�). Hence, (108) is equivalent to
�(−�)⊂ 	V−

1 − 2k�i (109)

Let us check that the exponent in integrand (107) decays ‘superexponentially’ on these
contours.

Lemma 9.2
Let ! :=!1 + i!2 ∈C+; and let (108) (or (109)) be satis�ed. Then the following estimate
holds:

|e−�! sinh w|6e−C� sin � !2 exp |w1|; w :=w1 + iw2 ∈ �(−�) (110)

where C¿0 does not depend on w;!; �.

Proof
Equation (110) is equivalent to

|e−�! sinh(w−i�)|6e−C� sin � !2 exp |w1|; w :=w1 + iw2 ∈ 	
−
1 (111)

On the other hand, (57) implies that the function z1 =−i! sinhw is a di�eomorphism of 	
−
1

onto R. Hence, for w∈ 	
−
1 we have

Re (! sinh(w − i�)) = Re (! sinhw cos �− i! coshw sin �)

= Re (iz1 cos �− i! coshw sin �)= sin � Im (! coshw) (112)

Furthermore, (57) implies that for w=w1 + iw2 ∈ 	
−
1 we have,

Im (! coshw)=!2 coshw1

[
cosw2 +

(
!1
!2
tanhw1

)
sinw2

]
=
!2 coshw1
cosw2

¿0 (113)

since w2 ∈ (−�=2; �=2) and !2¿0. Finally, again by (57), we have for w∈ 	
−
1 :

!2 coshw1
cosw2

= coshw1
√
!22 +!

2
1 tanh

2 w1 (114)
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It remains to note that
√
!22 +!

2
1 tanh

2 w1¿!2. Therefore, Im(! coshw)¿!2 coshw1 for

w=w1 + w2 ∈ 	
−
1 .

Corollary 9.3
Let �(�1)⊂ 	V−

1 +2k�i; k ∈Z: Then the exponent e−�! sinh w decays superexponentially on �(�1).
Proof
This follows from (110) with �=−�1, since condition (109) holds for this �.
Let us introduce two forms of comparison of continuous contours 
l := {�+il(�): �∈R},

l=1; 2, where l(�)∈C(R).
De�nition 9.4

(i) 
1¡
2 if 1(�)¡2(�) for �∈R.
(ii) 
1 ≺
2 if there exists a C¿0 s.t. 1(�)¡2(�) for |�|¿C.
Obviously, 
1¡
2 implies 
1 ≺
2. Moreover, de�nition (58) implies that �(�)¡�(�) if

�¡�. Now we can strengthen Corollary 9.3.

Corollary 9.5
Let us assume that �(�1)≺ �≺ �(�2) and �(�1); �(�1)⊂ 	V−

1 + 2k�i; k ∈Z for some k ∈Z. Then
the function e−�! sinh w decays superexponentially on �:

|e−�! sinh w|6e−C� exp |w1|; w∈ � (115)

for some C¿0.

Proof
By Corollary 9.3, the exponent decays on the contours �(�) with �16�6�2. This decay is
uniform that follows from the proof of the corollary (or Lemma 9.2).

For �¿0 let us denote 	
−
1;−� := {w∈ 	V−: Im z1(!;w)=−�}, (cf. (56) and Figure 4).

Remark 9.6
We will construct in Appendix A an explicit parametrization for the curve 	
−

1;−� with an
�¡!2. The parametrization demonstrates that the curve is homotopic to 	
−

1 in the class of
contours ‘with the ends at in�nity’. We will use the homotopy for the deformation of the
contours when applying the Cauchy theorem.

Lemma 9.7
Let 	¿0 and 0¡�¡!2. Then �(−	)≺ 	
−

1;−�¡ 	
−
1 .

Corollary 9.8
For any �∈ (0; �), the function e−�! sinh w decays superexponentially on the contour 	
−

1;−� − i�.
The lemma and the corollary are proved in Appendix A.
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10. INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM IN SPACE

Let us start the proof of Theorem 9.1. First note that us(y)= v(x) by (26). Further,H(!; z) �=0
for all z ∈R2; !∈C+. Therefore, (51) and (32) imply that

v(x)=F−1
z �→x

d̃0(!; z)
H(!; z)

; x∈K (116)

We are going to evaluate the inverse Fourier transform in the complex domain. For �∈R let
us denote by 
(�; �)= {z ∈C2: Im zl= �; l=1; 2}. There exists a positive �0(!) such that for
|�|¡�0(!) we have

|z21 + z22 − 2z1z2 cos�− sin2 �!2|¿C(�;�)(1 + |z|)2; z ∈
(�; �) (117)

Therefore, (116) implies that for 0¡�¡�0(!) we have

v(x)=F−1
z �→x


 d̃0(!; z)

H(!; z)

∣∣∣∣∣

�; �


; x∈K (118)

This follows by the Cauchy Theorem since the distribution d̃0(!; z) admits an analytic exten-
sion to the tube domain Im zl¿0, l=1; 2 by the Paley–Wiener theorem [32, Theorem I.5.2].
The quotient in (118) is considered as an analytic functional in the sense of [32] with the
local density on the plane 
�; �, and F−1

z→x denotes the inverse Fourier transform of analytic
functionals. Now (50) implies that v(x) admits the splitting in two summands:

v(x)= I1(x) + I2(x); x∈K (119)

where we denote

I1(x)=F−1
z→x


 ṽ12(z2)− ṽ02(z2)(iz1 − 2iz2 cos�)
z21 + z

2
2 − 2z1z2 cos�−!2 sin2 �

∣∣∣∣∣

(�; �)




I2(x)=F−1
z→x


 ṽ11(z1)− ṽ01(z1)(iz2 − 2iz1 cos�)
z21 + z

2
2 − 2z1z2 cos�−!2 sin2 �

∣∣∣∣∣

(�; �)




∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(120)

We can rewrite each function Il(x) as follows:

I1(x) =− (1− @2x2)(1− @x1)2
(2�)2

∫

(�; �)

e−iz1x1−iz2x2 [ṽ12(z2)− ṽ02(z2)(iz1 − 2iz2 cos�)] dz1 dz2
(z21 + z

2
2 − 2z1z2 cos�−!2 sin2 �)(1 + z22)(z1 − i)2

I2(x) =− (1− @2x1)(1− @x2)2
(2�)2

∫

(�; �)

e−iz1x1−iz2x2 [ṽ11(z1)− ṽ01(z1)(iz2 − 2iz1 cos�)] dz1 dz2
(z21 + z

2
2 − 2z1z2 cos�−!2 sin2 �)(1 + z21)(z2 − i)2

(121)

Here the integrals converge absolutely by (52), (53) and (117).
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Now we are going to reduce the integrals in (121) by the Cauchy theorem using the
method [3]. Namely, let us factorize the denominators as follows:

z21 + z
2
2 − 2z1z2 cos�−!2 sin2 �= (z1 − z+1 (z2))(z1 − z−1 (z2))

= (z2 − z+2 (z1))(z2 − z−2 (z1)) (122)

Here the roots z±l are given by the following formulas:

z±1 (z2)= z2 cos�± sin �
√
!2 − z22 ; z±2 (z1)= z1 cos�± sin �

√
!2 − z21 (123)

where Im
√
!2 − z2l60 for Im zl¿0. Since sin �¡0, we have,

Im z+1 (z2)¿0 and Im z−1 (z2)60 for Im z2¿0

Im z+2 (z1)¿0 and Im z−2 (z1)60 for Im z1¿0

∣∣∣∣∣ (124)

Substituting (122) to (121), we get,

I1(x) =− (1− @2x2)(1− @x1)2
(2�)2

∫
Im z2 = �

e−iz2x2

1 + z22

×
(∫

Im z1 = �

e−iz1x1 [ṽ12(z2)− ṽ02(z2)(iz1 − 2iz2 cos�)] dz1
(z1 − z+1 (z2))(z1 − z−1 (z2))(z1 − i)2

)
dz2 (125)

I2(x) =− (1− @2x1)(1− @x2)2
(2�)2

∫
Im z1 = �

e−iz1x1

1 + z21

×
(∫

Im z2 = �

e−iz2x2 [ṽ11(z1)− ṽ01(z1)(iz2 − 2iz1 cos�)] dz2
(z2 − z+2 (z1))(z2 − z−2 (z1))(z2 − i)2

)
dz1

11. REDUCTION TO THE RIEMANN SURFACE

Let us apply the Cauchy theorem to the inner integrals in (125). The iterated integrals converge
absolutely by (117), (123) and estimates (52), (53). Moreover, for 0¡�6�0(!), we can close
the contour of integration over z1 in I1 to the lower complex half-plane for x1¿0 and to the
upper complex half-plane for x160. Similarly, we close the contour of integration over z2
in the expression for I2. For example, let us consider x1¿0; x260. Then we close (i) the
contour of integration over z1 in I1 to the lower complex half-plane and (ii) the contour of
integration over z2 in I2 to the upper complex half-plane. Then the inner integrals are given
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by the residues at the poles z−1 (z2) and z
+
2 (z1), respectively. Therefore,

I1(x) =
i
2�
(1− @2x2)(1− @x1)2

×
∫
Im z2 = �

e−iz2x2−iz
−
1 (z2)x1 [ṽ12(z2)− ṽ02(z2)(iz−1 (z2)− 2iz2 cos�)]
(1 + z22)(z

−
1 (z2)− z+1 (z2))(z−1 (z2)− i)2 dz2; x1¿0

(126)

I2(x) =− i
2�
(1− @2x1)(1− @x2)2

×
∫
Im z1 = �

e−iz1x1−iz
+
2 (z1)x2 [ṽ11(z1)− ṽ01(z1)(iz+2 (z1)− 2iz1 cos�)]
(1 + z21)(z

+
2 (z1)− z−2 (z1))(z+2 (z1)− i)2 dz1; x260

Now the key observation is the following: the integrands in (126) are restrictions of integrands
(121) to the Riemann surface V . Thus, the integral I1 resp. I2 is equal to an integral over the
following contours 
−

2; � resp. 

+
1; �:


−
2; � := {z ∈V : Im z2 = �; z1 = z−1 (z2)}; 
+1; � := {z ∈V : Im z1 = �; z2 = z+2 (z1)} (127)

lying in V+2 ∩V−
1 resp. V+1 ∩V+2 . Roughly speaking, (126) are integrals (125) reduced to V .

12. INTEGRATION OVER UNIVERSAL COVERING

Now we are going to rewrite Il as the integrals in the parameter w on the universal covering
of the Riemann surface.
Evaluation of I1(x) for x1¿0. Let us identify the contour of integration 
−

2; � with the
covering contour 	
−

2; � lying in 	V+2 ∩ 	V−
1 . De�nition (61) of the regions 	V

+
1 and 	V+2 , implies

that

�(−�)¡ 	
2; �¡�(−�+ �) (128)

(see Figure 4). Formulas (123) give

z−1 (z2(w))=−i! sinhw; z+1 (z2(w))=−i! sinh(w + 2i�); w∈ 	
−
2; � (129)

where z2(w) is de�ned by (55). It is convenient now to express x1; x2 in the polar co-ordinates
(y1; y2)= (� cos �; � sin �) (see (25)):

x1 =
� sin(� + �)

sin �
; x2 =−� sin �

sin �
(130)

Let us note that

x∈K and x1¿0 ⇔ �+ �6�62�

x∈K and x260 ⇔ �6�62�

∣∣∣∣∣ (131)
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Now (129) implies for (x1; x2)∈K , with x1¿0, that
−iz2(w)x2 − iz−1 (z2(w))x1 =−!� sinh(w − i�); �+ �6�62�; w∈ 	
−

2; �(!) (132)

From (129) and (55) we get similarly that,

iz−1 (z2)− 2iz2 cos�=−! sinh(w + 2i�)
z−1 (z2)− z+1 (z2)=−2! sin � cosh(w + i�)

(z−1 (z2)− i)2 =−(1 +! sinhw)2

dz2 =−i! cosh(w + i�) dw

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
w∈ 	
−

2; �(!) (133)

Substituting expressions (132)–(133) to the �rst integral (126), we get,

I1(�; �) =
(1− @2x2)(1− @x1)2

4� sin �

×
∫
	
−
2; �

e−!� sinh(w−i�)[ 	v12(w) +! sinh(w + 2i�)	v
0
2] dw

(1−!2 sinh2(w + i�))(1 +! sinhw)2

�+ �¡�¡2� (134)

A formal di�erentiation gives

I1(�; �) =
1

4� sin �

∫
	
−
2; �

e−!� sinh(w−i�)[ 	v12(w) + w sinh(w + 2i�)	v
0
2(w)] dw;

�+ �¡�¡2� (135)

since the denominator cancels obviously by representation (126). Let us justify the formal
di�erentiation by uniform convergence of the integral. First, we rewrite (135) using the con-
nection equation (69). Namely,

I1(�; �)=− 1
4� sin �

∫
	
−
2; �

e−!� sinh(w−i�) 	v1(w) dw (136)

since 	
2; � ⊂ 	V�. Now we state the uniform convergence of the integral and extend it analytically
to the region S0 := {�; �): �¿0; �∈ (�; 2�)}.
Lemma 12.1

(i) Integral (136) converges uniformly for � :� + �¡�¡2� and de�nes a real-analytic
function (�; �).

(ii) The function admits an analytic extension to the region S0 by the following formula:

I1(�; �)=
1

4� sin �

∫
�(−�)

e−!� sinh(w−i�) 	v1(w) dw; �¡�¡2� (137)
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Proof

(i) Let us choose any �±¿0 such that

�+ �+ �−6�62�− �+ (138)

Then (128) implies that

�(−3�+ �−)6 	
−
2; � − i�6�(−2�− �+) (139)

Therefore, the function e−!� sinh(w−i�) decays superexponentially on the contour 	
−
2; �(!) by

Corollary 9.5. Hence, estimates (65), (67) imply the uniform convergence of the integral
(135). Its derivatives in �; � also converge uniformly.
(ii) Let us consider �∈ (�+ �; 2�) and �∈ (−�;−�+�). Then condition (108) holds with

−�+ � instead of �. Hence, e−!� sinh w decays superexponentially on �(�− �) by Lemma 9.2.
Therefore, e−!� sinh(w−i�) decays superexponentially on �(�).
Now, by the Cauchy Theorem and Remark 9.6, we can deform the contour 	
−

2; �(!) to the
contour �(−�) and obtain representation (137) for �∈ (�+�; 2�). Finally, we see (by the same
lemma) that the integral converges absolutely for �∈ (�; 2�), since then �(−�−�)⊂ 	V−

1 −2i�.
It is clear that extension (137) is real-analytic in �.

Evaluation of I2(x) for x260. Now we identify the contour of integration 
+1; � with the

covering contour 	

+
1; � lying in 	V+1 ∩ 	V+2 . Then (123) and (55) imply

z−2 (z1)=−i! sinh(w − i�); z+2 (z1)=−i! sinh(w + i�); w∈ 	
+1; � (140)

Now (131) implies for (x1; x2)∈K , with x260,
−iz1x1 − iz+2 (z1)x2 =−!� sin(w − i�); �6�¡2�; w∈ 	
+1; � (141)

From (131) and (55) we get,

iz+2 (z1)− 2i cos�z1 =−! sinh(w − i�)
z+2 (z1)− z−2 (z1)=2! sin � coshw

(z+2 (z1)− i)2 =−(1 +! sinh(w + i�))2

dz1 =−i! coshw dw

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
w∈ 	
+1; � (142)

similarly to (133). Substituting expressions (141)–(142) into the second integral (126),
we get:

I2(�; �) =
(1− @2x1)(1− @x2)2

4� sin �

×
∫
	
+1; �

e−!� sinh(w−i�)[ 	v11(w) +! sinh(w − i�)	v01(w)]
(1−!2 sinh2 w)(1 +! sinh(w + i�))2 dw; �¡�¡2� (143)
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Further we get similar to (135),

I2(�; �)=
1

4� sin �

∫
	
+1; �

e−!� sinh(w−i�) 	v1(w) dw; �¡�¡2� (144)

From the de�nition of 	
+1; �(!) it follows that 	

+
1; �(!)= 	


−
1;−� + �i. Then by Corollary 9.8, the

function e−!� sinh(w−i�) decays superexponentially on the contour 	
+1; � for �∈ (�; 2�). Hence,
integral (144) converges uniformly by (65), (66) and (68).
Finally, we can deform the contour 	
+1; � to the contour �(�) similar to the evaluation of I1

above. Then we obtain the following �nal representation for I2:

I2(�; �)=
1

4� sin �

∫
�(�)
e−!� sinh(w−i�) 	v1(w) dw; �¡�¡2� (145)

Substituting (137) and (145) into (119), we obtain representation (107) for �∈ (�; 2�). For
�∈ (�; �], the proof is similar. Let us note that integral (107) converges absolutely for �=�.
Indeed, the contours �(�)−�i and �(−2�+�)−�i lie inside 	V−

1 and 	V−
1 −2�i, respectively,

and, therefore, the exponent in integral (145) decays superexponentially by Corollary 9.3.
Theorem 9.1 is proved.

Remark 12.2
Let us note that the proof of Theorem 9.1 does not depend on the boundary conditions
from (23). Moreover, it is possible to extend the proof from the solutions ûs(!; )̇∈Es to
arbitrary tempered distributions ûs(!; )̇∈ S ′(Q). Therefore, the representation has a more gen-
eral character than is indicated in Theorem 9.1: it expresses any solutions to the Helmholtz
equation in the angle from the class of tempered distributions, in terms of the Cauchy data
on one side of the angle. Of course, the representation is most useful in the cases, when we
can determine the Cauchy data, as we have done in Section 8.2.

In the following section we choose the concrete solution (90) of the di�erence equation (77)
and obtain the Sommerfeld representation.

12.1. Sommerfeld representation for scattered wave

In this section, we obtain the �nal representation of a solution to the stationary problem in
the standard form of the Sommerfeld integral. This form is the direct consequence of the
representation obtained in the previous section.

Theorem 12.3
If a solution to problem (23) with !∈C+ exists in the space E� with �∈ (0; 1), then it is
expressed by the Sommerfeld-type integral,

ûs(!; �; �)= i
g(!)
4�

∫

(�)
e−�! sinh(w−i�)H (w; �;�)dw; �6�62� (146)

where H (w; �;�) is given by (15).
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Proof
By Theorem 9.1, a solution of problem (23) is expressed by the Sommerfeld-type inte-
gral (107), where 	v1 is de�ned by (68). Now we use the explicit form (90), (86), (91)
of the function 	v11(w) entering into expression (68) for the integrand 	v1(w).
Lemma 8.2(iv) implies that 	v1 does not have poles on 
(�). Let us substitute the expression

(90) for 	v1(w) and use the periodicity of the functions T1(w) and 	v01 with the period 2�i (see
(64)). Then we obtain representation (146) for the solution to problem (23) for �∈ (�; 2�)
since the contour 
(�) is a union of two contours �(�) and �(� − 2�). It remains only to
observe, that this integral is continuous at the ends, �=0; 2� since the integrand H decreases
exponentially by (92). Theorem 12.3 is proved.

13. INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM IN TIME

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us assume that there exists a
solution u(t; y) to problem (4), (5) and u(t; y)∈E�;N with an � ∈ [0; 1) and an N ¿ 0.
The corresponding scattered wave us(t; y) is de�ned by (18). Its Fourier transform in time is
expressed by (146) according to Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 12.3.
Let us apply the Fourier transform in time to (18). First, (1) implies that

ûin(!; y)= g(!)ei!n0·y; y∈ �Q; !∈C+ (147)

where g(!) is de�ned from (22). Therefore, (18) implies that

û(!; y)= ûs(!; y) + g(!)ei!n0·y; y∈ �Q; !∈C+ (148)

Remark
The function u(t; y) is called the total �eld i.e. the sum of the incident and the scattered
wave ([5]).
Let us prove the Sommerfeld-type representation (17) for û(!; y). It uses the ‘two-loop’

contour C. We will deduce the representation applying the Cauchy Residue Theorem to inte-
gral (146). Let us introduce the following contours:


̃(�)=

{

′(�)∪
+ ∪
−; �¡�¡2�

(
′(�)∪
+ ∪
−)− i(�− �); �¡�6�
(149)

where we denote


′(�)= {w∈
(�): |Rew|¿1}; 
±= {w |Rew= ± 1; �(−�)6w6 	
+1 }
and the corresponding orientations are shown at Figure 5. (For a better visualization the
vertical lines 
± and 
± − i(�− �) are somewhat moved apart at this �gure.)
Lemma 13.1
Function (148) can be represented in the form,

û(!; �; �)=
ig(!)
4�

∫
C

e−!� sinh �H (�+ i�; �;�)d�; �¿0; �6�62�; !∈C+ (150)
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Figure 5. Sommerfeld type contours.

Proof
Formula (15) and (85), (93) imply that the function H (·; �;�) has a unique pole in 	V� (see
(60)) at the point w1;0 =−i�=2 + i� (see (85)), and

resw1; 0H (w; �;�)=2�=� (151)

Let us de�ne the contours 
′′(�)= {w∈
(�): |Rew|61} for �∈ (�; 2�), and represent 
(�)
in the form,


(�)=




̃(�) + [
′′(�)∪ (−
+)∪ (−
−)]; �¡�¡2�

[
̃(�) + (
′′(�)∪ (−
+)∪ (−
−)]− i(�− �); �¡�6�
(152)

where sign ‘+’ means an ‘algebraic’ summation of the contours.
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Applying the Cauchy residues theorem to (146) and using (151) we obtain an intermediate
representation for the function û(!; �; �):

û(!; �; �)=
ig(!)
4�

∫

̃(�)
e−!� sinh(w−i�)H (w; �;�)dw; �¿0; �6�62�; w∈C+ (153)

It remains to replace the contours 
̃(�), depending from �, by the two loop-contour C which
does not depend on �. For this purpose, we change the variable in integral (153) by

�=w − i� (154)

Then the contour 
̃(�) transforms to the contour 
̃(�) − i�. Equation (92) implies that the
function H (·+ i�; �;�) decays exponentially on the contour 
̃(�)− i� for !∈C+. Therefore,
we can deform the contour 
̃(�)− i�, in integral (153), to the contour C. Namely, the contour
lies in the region, where the function e−!� sinh � is bounded with respect to � for all !∈C+.
Indeed, the lines {w1−i�=2 |w1 ∈R} and {w1−5=2i� |w1 ∈R} lie in the region 	V−

1 ∪ ( 	V−
1 −2i�)

for all !∈C+ (see Figure 5). In this region, the function e−�! sinh w is bounded for all !∈C+
by Corollary 9.5. Hence we can use the Cauchy theorem and prove representation (150) and
Lemma 13.1.

Now representation (17) for the solution u(t; y) follows from (150). This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.2.

APPENDIX A

We prove Lemma 9.7. Identity (57) implies that, for w1 + iw2 ∈ 	
−
1 , we have

sinw2 =
!1 sinhw1√

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1
; w1 ∈R (A1)

Similarly, for w� :=w1 + iw2; � ∈ 	
−
1;−�, with 0¡�¡!2, we have by de�nition, Im z1(w�)= Im

(−i! sinhw�)=−�, or

sinw2; � =
−�!2 coshw1

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1

+
!1 sinhw1

√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1
; w1 ∈R (A2)

By de�nition of 	
−
1 , w2 ∈ (−�=2; �=2). The following lemma implies that Equation (A2) has

a unique real solution w2; � in the interval (−�=2; �=2).
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Lemma A.1
Let us consider !=!1 + i!2 ∈C+ with !1;2 ∈R and !2¿0. Then for any �∈ [0; !2)∣∣∣∣∣∣

−�!2 coshw1
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1

+
!1 sinhw1

√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1

∣∣∣∣∣∣61; w1 ∈R (A3)

Proof
Let !1¿0. The case !160 is analysed similarly. It su�ces to prove that for w1¿0

�!2 coshw1
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1

+
!1 sinhw1

√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1
61 (A4)

Step (i): First, (A4) holds obviously for �=0.
Step (ii): Let us prove that (A4) holds for �=!2, i.e.

!22 coshw1
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1

+
!1 sinhw1

√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 −!22

!22 cosh
2 w1 +!21 sinh

2 w1
61 (A5)

Multiplying inequality (A5) by the denominator and substituting sinh2 w1 = cosh
2 w1 − 1 we

obtain the equivalent inequality:

!22(coshw1 − 1)6(coshw21 − 1)
[
(!21 +!

2
2 −!1

√
!21 +!

2
2

]
(A6)

Replacing coshw1 = t,
√
!21 +!

2
2 := a, !1 := b, we rewrite it as follows,

(a2 − b2)(t − 1)6a(a− b)(t2 − 1) (A7)

It holds since a¿b, t¿1.
Step (iii): Let us prove that the function

f(�) := �!2 coshw1 +!1 sinhw1
√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2 (A8)

is non-decreasing for �∈ [0; !2]. Namely, di�erentiating (A8), we get,

f′(�)=!2 coshw1 − �!1 sinhw1√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2

(A9)

The inequality f′(�)¿0 is equivalent to

�!1 sinhw16!2 coshw1
√
!22 coshw

2
1 +!

2
1 sinhw

2
1 − �2 (A10)

To prove this, let us note �rst that

�!1 sinhw16!1!2 sinhw1 (A11)
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since �∈ [0; !2]. Second,

!2 coshw1 sinhw1
√
!22 +!

2
16!2 coshw1

√
!22 coshw

2
1 +!

2
1 sinhw

2
1 − �2 (A12)

that follows if we replace � by !2. Finally (A11) and (A12) imply (A10).

The lemma implies that Equation (A2) admits a unique solution in the interval (−�=2; �=2).
On the other hand, w2;0 ∈ (−�=2; �=2), hence w2; � ∈ (−�=2; �=2) for w∈ 	
−

1;−� by continuity.
Finally, a comparison of (A1) and (A2) demonstrates that

sinw2; �= sinw2 −�(!;w1); w1 ∈R (A13)

where �(!;w1)→ 0 as |w1| → ∞. Let us prove that
�(!;w1)¿0 (A14)

We have assumed that !1¿0. By (A1) and (A2), it su�ces to prove (A14) for w160. In
this case (A14) is equivalent to the inequality

�!2 coshw1
a

+
!1 sinhw1

√
a− �2

a
− !1 sinhw1√

a
¿0; w1¿0 (A15)

where a=!22 cosh
2 w1 + !21 sinh

2 w1. Multiplying the last inequality by a, multiplying and
dividing the sum of the two last terms by

√
a− �2 +√

a, we obtain an equivalent inequality

�!1 sinhw1√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1 − �2 +

√
!22 cosh

2 w1 +!21 sinh
2 w1

6!2 coshw1 (A16)

which holds by the hypothesis !2¡�. It proves (A14). Finally, (A13), (A14) imply that
�(−�)≺ 	
−

1;−� since �(−�)= 	
−
1 − i�. Lemma 9.7 is proved.

Remark A.2 (cf. Remark 9.6)
Parametrization (A2) demonstrates that the curve 	
−

1;−� with �¡!2 is homotopic to 	

−
1 in the

class of contours ‘with the ends at in�nity’ which we use in the deformation of the contours
by the Cauchy Theorem.

Proof of Corollary 9.8
Let us consider �−¡�¡�−�+ with some positive �+ and �−. Then �(−�+�+−	)≺ 	
1;−�−
i�¡�(−�−) for positive 	 since �(−	)≺ 	
−

1;−�¡ 	
−
1 by Lemma 9.7. At last, let us choose

	¡�+ (see Figure 4). Then Corollary 9.5 implies the superexponential decay.
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